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(+61)412458828,(+61)403643452 - http://luigideli.com

A comprehensive menu of Luigi Delicatessen from Adelaide covering all 37 meals and drinks can be found here
on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What David F likes about Luigi Delicatessen:
Our high expectations were well and truly met! An outstanding welcome, very attentive service, and classical

Italian dishes presented well. Wine offerings by the glass also met our expectations. With the menu presented to
us verbally, the price of our order was not known, and turned out to be quite high but was commensurate for a

top of the market restaurant. Strongly recommended! read more. What Julie L doesn't like about Luigi
Delicatessen:

It was a terrible experience. Food was cold, when we sent it back we saw the chief pick up the food including
potatoes with her hands and throw them back on the grill /pan. When we said the the waitress that we saw this
happening it shouldn 't be reheated after being cooked and rested she had the Chief do it again. The girl was

giving me terrible looks. She took the steak out the pan put the temperature gauge in it a... read more. In
beautiful weather you can even eat in the outdoor area, And into the accessible rooms also come visitors with

wheelchairs or physiological limitations. In the morning, a opulent brunch is offered at Luigi Delicatessen in
Adelaide that you can enjoy as much as you like, Additionally, you save time with the assortment of ready-made
delicacies, without affecting the enjoyment. Also, the dishes from the Australian continent of this restaurant
are notable, The customers of the restaurant also appreciate the extensive selection of various coffee and tea

specialities that the establishment has to offer.
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Appet�er�
YOGURT

P�z�
PIZZA SPECIAL

�s�
SMOKED SALMON

Desser�
CREPES

P�z� klei� - ø 22c�
HOLLANDAISE

Littl� thing�
CROISSANT

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Noodl�
CRAB

Condiment�
SYRUP

Sush� or sashim�
OCTOPUS

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Plate� brunc�
WAFFLE

Past�
NAPOLETANA

COMBINATION

Toas�
EGGS ON TOAST

TOAST

Ho� drink�
HERBAL TEA

TEA

Restauran� categor�
BAR

VEGAN

DESSERT

ITALIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

BREAD

PASTA

SPAGHETTI

SALAD
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Dishe� ar� als� prepare� wit�
thes� ingredient�
PARMESAN

PORK

EGGS

CHAMPIGNONS

FRUIT

CHEESE

BACON

TOMATOES
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Australia
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00-15:30
Tuesday 07:00-15:30
Wednesday 07:00-15:30
Thursday 07:00-22:00
Friday 07:00-22:00
Saturday 08:00-22:00
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